MANAGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Module 1: Historical perspective- WIPO- international treaties- Paris and Berne conventions- WTO- multilateral agreements- TRIPS- India and TRIPS- Issues and Challenges- benefits- criticism

Module 2: Key forms of IPR- patents- copyrights- trademarks- industrial designs- layout designs of ICs- geographical indications- trade secrets- plant varieties


Module 4: Impact of IPRs on developing countries in general and India in particular- impact on agriculture- bio piracy- impact on pharmaceutical companies- public health programmes- SMEs.

Module 5: Procedure for registering IPRs- role of government- Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion- major agencies for administering IPRs- enforcement mechanism- Intellectual Property Appellete Board
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Websites:
www.dipp.nic.in/ipr
www.iprlawindia.org
www.wipo.int/ipdl/en